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Competition pushing
OEMs to “light” path ahead
Technologies such as LED headlamp that are driving safety can be adapted for India, said
Todd Morgan, chief technology and Innovation officer, Lumax.

I

ndian OEMs tend to respond
more to what their competitors
do, and may not always meet
the minimum regulations for light
when they design products for
the automotive sector, said Todd
Morgan, ChiefTechnology and
Innovation officer at Lumax.
He was delivering the keynote
address on Day 2 of Autocar
Professional’s Vehicle Safety
Conclave. In his address, he
touched upon the factors that are
influencing the lighting aspects of
cars which apart from technologies
includes electrification and
autonomous vehicles.
In his comments, Morgan
reiterated the fact that lighting is a
key part of safetyand it is somewhat
instructive that lighting is located at the strategic four
corners of the vehicle and also a part of the communication
and advertising aspects of the car. In terms of technology,
Morgan spoke about LED which is more safety oriented as
it does not, in a sense, fatigue the drover, as halogen does.
LED technology comes with a slew of advantages which
include lower power consumption, lower weight, smaller
package and what’s significant is that cost gap to halogen is
rapidly closing. He also touched upon other technological
advancements that include Advanced Front Lighting
Systems, and Adaptive Driving Beam which he said was
“truly a leap forward”.
An important part of his address was devoted to focusing
on adapting technologies in the lighting segment for
India which, as is well known, is a cost-consciousmarket.
Here, Morgan was of the opinion that OEMsshouldseek to
standardise those parts of the lighting apparatus that cannot
be seen and customisation should be the game plan for
high-value parts. Design efficiencies wold be a key part of
the adaptation of products to the Indian market and Morgan
dwelt on the technical aspects if bifunctional projectors.
Setting a context to the future, he said electrification and

Lumax's Todd Morgan: Increasing
awareness amongst end customers about
lighting regulation crucial. LED headlamp
meeting minimum regulation.
Speakers at the Vehicle Safety
Conclave reiterated that
collaborations are crucial
but localisation of R&D and
developing competencies is
important as well.

autonomous vehicles were the mega trends that influence
the technology game path that OEMs would adopt.
Finally, Morgan touched upon the organisational and
mindset aspects of lighting which includes the setting up
centres of competency that can undertake the localisation
of lighting technologies. Every organisation, he said, should,
at the end of the day, aim to be a learning organisation. One
has to see these comments against the background
of developing roadmaps, standards, processes and
guidelines to design products for automotive safety.
It also would have implications for talent and skills
implementation across an organisation.
While lighting is a key aspect of safety, other aspects like
traffic, environment and infrastructure also have to be taken
into account.Morgan had words of praise for the high beam
boost which some Indian OEMs have incorporated in their
vehicles and said OEMs were doing a good job.
An interesting aspect of his address was when he asked,
may be in a light-hearted manner, why potential buyers of
cars did not try taking a test drive at night. That, perhaps,
would give car manufacturers input and those intending to
buy a car, some food for thought. 
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“New technology enabling new safety features in lighting. Megatrends
to also significantly impact technology roadmaps.”
Todd Morgan
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